TLC CREATIVE

Technology meets Creativity
TLC is unique!
Creating wow and wonder.
Using technology and innovation to create excitement.
Visit TLC in Los Angeles to see the exhilaration of live effects in action!

REVEALS - PULL-AWAYS - KABUKI

TLC designed & built the first reveal & release system;
a drop-screen screen for the Los Angeles Lakers
projection mapped openers on a cylinder of video.
TLC provides logistics and stage expertise for:
Pop-Up Toaster, Levitation Ribbons, Creative Pull-Aways,
Projection FX, Transparent Mirror, Solutions for Unique FX

TLC CREATIVE
LED FX
TLC lights up events with wireless technology.
Xylobands are creating motivational impact
and new experiences at special events.

Glowballs

Xylobands

TLC CREATIVE
Wireless LED FX

New technology LED FX allow dynamic light and color effects to go anywhere.
TLC is expert in wireless technologies for events, exhibits and shows.

TLC CREATIVE
CURVED LED VIDEO SHAPES

LIGHT-UP FLEXIBLE MATERIAL

Creative LED video shapes &
Floating Video - Mid-Air 3D
‘holograms’ are dazzling new
ways to see your messages.

FLOATING VIDEO

LIVE SPECIAL FX
TLC brings effects to life!
From fire to sparks, from lasers to fireworks,
TLC is ready to help you create the amazing.
Imagine the impossible, TLC makes it happen!

TLC CREATIVE

Drone Racing

TLC CREATIVE

Dancing Drone Shows
"Kevin and his team at TLC are always on the front line of new and
creative ways to WOW your attendees. From Holograms to Programmed
Drone Shows or LED wristbands to Sync your crowd at the event. Call the
pros at TLC" Gary Bordman, CSEP AE&ES
"Worked w/Kevin and experienced his expert team as they produced a very
high level show at the MGM Grand Arena for a major international
corporate event. They brought the main stage and arena to life and helped
kick off what turned out to be a tremendous week!" William C Edwards

Marketing, Creative & Management- MC&M

contact TLC today
TLCisCreative.com

